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Dear Mr Kahie, 

Since Colin Steele sent his Ernail to you on 2 Apri!, we have seen 
the publication of your paper in Electronic Networking, Spring 1992, This 
presents a double problem. You are well known in Australia, so when we 
publish your submitted paper, readers will realise that it is virtually 
identical. We also could have various .copyright problems, as we are 
committed to publishing the conference at an early date. 

Colin is away for a few days, so he asked me to contact you. 
Wouldn’t it be possible to slightly adapt the introductory and concluding 
paragraphs, so as to relate your material directly to the problems of tertiary 
libraries and government archives? 

Obviously the applications which you list in the opening paragraph 
and your conclusion cotfld apply equally to document access by historians 
or other humanities/social science disciplines. That is what many of the 
participants at this meeting would be interested in considering. 

We will be recording the entire conference, so it may prove possible, 
also, to incorporate into your paper comments which you make in your 
address. Whether you use slides, also; is up to yourself. 

So, what we are hoping for is an eventual, published paper with 
some context which establishes its credentials within the context of this 
conference. 

Yours sincerely, 

D.J. Mulvaney 
Chair, Planning Committee 

Al! cor~,respondence should be directed to: 
E.rc~rl~us Professor D.J. Mulvaney AO CMG 
Chairman, Planning Committee 
Australian Academy of the Humanities 

GPO Box 93 
CANBERRA ACT 2601 
Phone: (06) 248 7744 
FAX: (06) 248 6287 
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Australia and the Electronic Library 

9 February 1993 

Dear Mr Kahle, 

I have pleasure in enclosing herewith a bank draft for US$3987.00 (which is 
equivalent to $A6000) towards your air travel to Australia. Let us know whether you have 
any requirements during your Australian visit. Your accommodation has been arranged at 
University House, Canberra, but I should be grateful if you would confirm the date of your 
arrival. I should add that the American Embassy proposes to host a Reception for overseas 
visitors on Tuesday evening 13 April. 

Arrangements for the conference are well in hand and there is considerable 
interest. We are restricting attendance to around 150 persons, but many more would like to 
attend. 

This makes the rapid publication of the proceedings highly desirable. The 
Australian Academy of the Humanities proposes publication (yes, in hard copy!), so please 
bring a copy of your paper on a 3.5" diskette, preferably formatted for Macintosh, although 
alternate formats could be accommodated. 

I have a special request, that you send us a brief summary of the chief issues 
raised in your paper. These summaries will be placed in the conference satchel handed to all 
participants. 

They will have a second use, as media information. For example, Campus, the 
leading Australian academic weekly newspaper expects to devote a major segment of the 
conference week’ s issue to our cause. Consequently, in writing your piece, please keep the 
general reader in mind! 

With best wishes, 

Mr Brewster Kahle, 
President WAIS Inc 
1709 Cassair Drive 
SAN JOSE CA 95130 

Yours sincerely 

D.j.~u vaney 
Chairman, Planning Committee 

All correspondence should be directed to: 
Emeritus Professor D.J. Mulvaney AO CMG 
Chairman, Planning Committee 
Australian Academy of the Humanities 

GPO Box 93 
CANBERRA ACT 2601 
Phone: (06) 248 7744 
FAX: (06) 248 6287 


